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The data presented here are based on a low-income urban population in a peripheral neighborhood of the city of Porto Alegre in the southern Brazilian state of Rio Grande do Sul, a population that, with intentional imprecision, we can identify as working class. This study is based on two earlier large-scale studies that focused on sexuality and reproductive/contraceptive practices. Both dealt with the same group, although not the same subjects, and both included men as well as women as objects of study. The first study, Body, Sexuality and Reproduction: a study of social representation, received support from the Special Programme of Research, Development and Research Training in Human Reproduction of the World Health Organization (1993-96). One of the striking things about this study was that in dealing with reproductive health it included men (while not exclusively focusing on them). It was also methodologically innovative, combining ethnographic and statistical research techniques and thereby generating a scope broader than usual in most ethnographic studies, whose micro-analytic approach has raised concerns among some researchers about the validity of generalizing from a single reference point. The second study, while its scale was much smaller and of a more applied character, generated more in-depth, qualitative data, utilizing field methods that included the focus group technique. Various issues that had been at play in the first study re-emerged. This second study, entitled Sexuality and Reproduction, was conducted from 1996 to 1998 and received support from the Ford Foundation.

The tendency toward male-centered research is not new in our work. The studies mentioned here were preceded by others conducted in other geographic regions that focused on masculinity. Upon entering the more feminist (so to speak) area of reproductive health, our perspective was


already colored by having done studies about men, a rather uncommon path - at least at the time. In previous work, we had attempted to synthesize data from diverse studies, discussing the role of studies about men in the context of studies on gender. There, we called attention to the fact that in the literature issues such as reproduction have structured themselves, solidified, and been crystallized in the absence of the masculine. We asked ourselves if we, as researchers, had not taken for granted the social space of reproduction as being restricted to the domestic - the social space of the family - interpreting this as essentially feminine, as though reproduction occurred in a vacuum, in the absence of men. We also noticed that when a few studies on men began to surface, emphasizing gender identity, the focus was on sexuality, not on reproduction, and we asked ourselves if this were a problem that we as researchers had created, or if it were something that our objects imposed on us. Is sexuality to men as reproduction is to women? How can these two issues (sexuality and reproduction) be conceptualized, if not from a relational perspective? How can they be put into relational perspective, if pre-existing constructions in social science have always consecrated them as immutable, autonomous categories?

The study I will present here was conceived of with an eye toward diminishing these very problems. To this end, rather than excluding the male world from the analysis, we brought it to center stage. We sought to treat gender as a relation, or, more precisely, a system of relations, and not simply masculinities and femininities as immutable, essentialized spheres, without any relationship to one another.

**Bodies and views about bodies**

Although this article focuses on masculine behavior, with respect to its practices, beliefs, and values, as much sexual as reproductive and contraceptive - what we might refer to as sexual culture - it is important to note that this material and its analysis make more sense when examined in relation to the same type of material on feminine behavior, collected under the same circumstances. In other words, in addition to conceiving of the domain of sexuality and reproduction as an analytical resource within a gender perspective, we need to adopt a comparative approach in presenting this type of material. Furthermore, we suggest that the data on sexuality and the ways that reproductive choices are made only make sense when viewed within the framework of their larger social context; in this case, the precarious socio-economic situation of working-class urban groups and the complex relationships of an extended family system oriented toward matrilocality.

In the first study mentioned (WHO, 1986) as well as in the second (Ford, 1998), testimonies and visual representations (drawings) were elicited in order to arrive at representations of female and male bodies on reproduction and sexuality. That is, the idea of social representations was conceived of in a multiple form, including drawings of male and female bodies with a focus on reproduction and the sexual organs. Based on the drawings and the narratives that were generated to explain them, we found a marked gender-based distinction in the way that the female body was conceptualized. Men’s drawings showed the visible part of the reproductive/sexual organs: the vagina and pubic hair; in addition, the breasts and face (mouth, nose, eyes, and hair) always attracted a lot of attention. Women, on the other hand, when drawing the female body tended to center their gaze on the interior reproductive organs, going beyond the “visible” body to show the uterus, with the ovarian tubes figuring prominently and a fetus not uncommonly being represented within the womb. It is important to emphasize here the gender basis for what we might think of

---

as distinct engendered cognitive maps of physicality, sex, and gender.

Another important part of how the body and its reproductive and sexual functions are conceived by this population, corroborating data generated in previous studies, is that there is a widespread belief among both men and women that a woman's most fertile period occurs during menstruation: 59% of those interviewed believed the menstrual period or the time immediately preceding or following it to be the ideal time for conception. In addition to this, nearly 16% believed that conception could occur at any moment during the menstrual cycle or that it depends on external factors independent of the biological functions of the body, and 8% (nearly all men) said that they did not know. In fact, only 15% of the sample, the majority of them women, showed beliefs about fertility corresponding to those of modern medicine. This clearly affects whether and how birth control is practiced. It is interesting to note that younger women with more formal schooling tended to have a clearer understanding of female fertile periods. We note, however, that even in this small group answers often seemed to be given in terms of what the informant believed "should" be answered rather than her actual beliefs; the responses may reflect not practice but what was perceived as the "correct" response to questions that seemed to be testing their "school knowledge". In the case of men, questions about fertility were perceived as being quite legitimately out of their area of knowledge.

The logic behind these representations of the body, its fluids, and conception has been discussed in other papers. Menstrual blood is seen as a vehicle, a substance constitutive of the child. From there a number of related beliefs follow. First of all, conception is perceived as uniting blood and semen, a physically intimate process. Second, physical conditions such as temperature and humidity are seen as important factors in fertility. Third, the necessary circulation of body fluids is regulated by a body that functions as a binary operator, opening and closing. Finally, the dynamic of female and male body fluids is a mode belonging to the interior world, intimate, physiological, having to do with establishing relations "on the intimate level" with the exterior world, the social world. In addition, a situational logic is perceived in this view of conception, in terms of the contingency of intimate encounters and their attributes. In this view, for a sexual relationship to be fertile, circumstances such as the time of day and place in which a sexual act occurs, the intensity and quality of the sexual relation, etc. are extremely important.

In the homology between semen and menstrual blood discussed above, conception is understood as combining substances from genders that are different, or opposite, but of the same nature, and in different quantities. Under appropriate conditions, for a sexual relation to result in pregnancy, there needs to be a shared emotional and sexual effervescence. Thus, the woman's orgasm, as well as "coming" at the same time are considered factors extremely favorable to fertilization. One could even say that conception is regarded as a process fusing the feminine and masculine, with similarity and the synchronized participation of affective states predominating, which, in turn, indicate the presence of a relational logic and a dynamic of qualities governing beliefs about human fertilization. Certainly, the equivalence between feminine menstrual blood and masculine semen is a classic topic in anthropology. What is different here is the statistical
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5 Ceres Victora analyzes this material in detail. See VICTORA, C. Images of the Body: lay and biomedical views of the reproductive system in Britain and Brazil. London: PhD dissertation in Anthropology, Department of Human Sciences, Brunel University, 1996.

relevance of data that comes from an urban population that is culturally part of "modernity" and, although extremely poor, ostensibly assisted by public health services and family planning.

Conception and contraception

Our data indicate that the use of clinical contraceptive methods among this population does not differ significantly from the usage patterns for the general population of Rio Grande do Sul. Nearly 50% of the women of childbearing age use some kind of contraception (oral contraceptives, IUD, or surgical sterilization).7 Still, recurring complaints emerge about contraceptive methods, including a number of tales of conception occurring "when the pill is stopped" during the menstrual period or while using the IUD (Intrauterine device). These stories, looked at from one perspective, point toward possible misuse of the contraceptive methods or to their relative inefficiency, but seen from another angle - and being so numerous - also serve to discredit clinical contraceptives. The way of using them "just doesn't make sense": why, for example, should one stop taking the pill in order to allow menstruation to occur? And, since using hormonal contraceptives diminishes the amount of menstrual flux, they are seen as problematic in that they "keep the blood inside you when it should be coming out", interrupting the circulation of vital body fluids and bringing on a series of undesirable side effects. Thus, the medical prescription that oral contraceptives should be taken daily is considered counter-intuitive in this social milieu, and in practice the pill is frequently taken irregularly, which results in a decreased effectiveness, in turn damaging its credibility as a contraceptive method.

Men react to their partners' use of the IUD because the device generally causes menstrual periods that are longer and more abundant, as well as eventually provoking bleeding between menses. Two separate problems may be attributed to the IUD, but not necessarily both by the same person. The first argument against it goes like this: "How can IUDs prevent pregnancy if they make you bleed more?" since menstrual blood is seen as a powerfully fertile fluid. The second, a generally widespread notion that is even more common in this population than in middle-class groups, is that the IUD actually functions as an abortive. This argument, from a clinical perspective, is a sensible one (although generally not revealed by medical services); the effect of the IUD is to prevent the fertilized egg from attaching itself to the lining of the uterus. The complexity behind the population's resistance to using this method is thus revealed, since the second argument (which we would say is consistent with science) ends up reinforcing the first, albeit in a rather confused way. In addition, notions of pollution are linked to vaginal blood along with ideas about

Examining neighborhood by neighborhood, it can be traced to the neighborhood. Valão, for example, a low incidence of sterilization and a high incidence of abortion. But this profile does not take on a pattern to the extent that in the neighborhood SESC we see a high incidence of female surgical sterilization as well as a relatively high incidence of abortion.

7 Our data, based on women of childbearing age, indicate that 29% used oral contraceptives, 10% used the IUD, 8% had chosen female surgical sterilization, 41% did not use any birth control method or resorted to traditional methods, and 10% were pregnant or trying to become pregnant. Other data from epidemiological research (based on much larger samples) on the same population do not show significantly different distributions. These data concord with the profile for contraceptive use in Rio Grande do Sul, but, as is known, differ from the profile for Brazil as a whole, since Rio Grande do Sul is the only state in which female surgical sterilization is not the most widely used contraceptive method. We call attention to this because of the relatively low frequency of female surgical sterilization compared to the national average (27% PNAD-IBGE 1987, for women between 15 and 54 years old). The figure of 6.9% that we found (including here reports from men) is close to the PNAD average for the state of Rio Grande do Sul, which is 8%. In this sense, the rate of around 7% for this sample, whose socio-economic situation is extremely precarious, living in slum conditions, can be considered not so drastic. It is interesting to note, however, that it was distributed unequally among the four neighborhoods, possibly indicating variations in the services offered.
which leads - or can lead - to longer periods of male avoidance of vaginal sexual contact with women who use IUDs, without a similar avoidance of non-vaginal forms of sexual contact, which women perceive as violence. This, as a factor causing women to opt against using the IUD, should not be underestimated. Pregnancy is also thought of as a sort of game of chance, a haphazard event that may or may not occur. Thus it is no mere coincidence that the Brazilian expression “pegar filho” meaning to become pregnant, uses the same verb as the colloquial expression for becoming ill, “pegar doenças.” Fertilization is perceived as a kind of contagious contact between one’s body fluids and those of another person. The inclusion of induced abortion among alternatives for contraception should be understood in terms of the logic of the haphazard event, a type of rational choice that is native, or, to use anthropological jargon, emic. A cost-benefit analysis seems clear here: if all contraceptive methods have at least some type of problem (or many problems when they are misused) why not just take one’s chances, instead of taking a medication to avoid a hypothetical pregnancy? In fact, why not take the “medicine” if pregnancy occurs, and even then only after considering, naturally, all of pregnancy’s implications: establishing a union, stabilizing a marriage, extra help from family, the prospect of future help, the prospect of mobilizing alliances and economic and symbolic resources in an individual project of social mobility.

The data also revealed that men overestimate the number of women who use some type of contraceptive. Men indicate with greater frequency oral contraceptives as the couple’s choice for birth control. One might suggest that some men may be poorly informed by their own partners. If that were the case, pregnancy could be understood, we think, as an indication of the female space of negotiating pregnancy. Despite the possibility of misinformation on the part of the men, a mere 1.5% stated that they did not know what type of contraceptive method their partner used. In general, men demonstrated an understanding of contraceptive methods and a certain control over contraceptive decisions. Male participation in choosing the method was not insignificant, to the extent that many could state not only that oral contraceptives were the method being used (the pill) but also knew the medication’s pharmaceutical name and could even recount the types of contraceptive methods previously used, and/or the brand names. The use of contraceptives is clearly related to social mobility, overriding possible differences between men’s and women’s statements on this issue. Categorizing the interview data (in other words, “closing” it by codifying it in variables and analyzing it statistically) revealed that ascending life trajectories (taking into account the relativity of social mobility) are positively correlated with choosing medical, reversible contraceptive methods (oral); whereas falling life trajectories are linked to female surgical sterilization; and life trajectories that neither rise nor fall correlate with not using any type of contraceptive or with

8 The associations between menstrual blood and contamination (sangue sujo - dirty blood; sangue que limpou o corpo - blood that cleansed (one’s) body; nojo - disgust; resto - residue; or the idea of it being a fluid that can result in male impotence, etc.) are extremely widespread. Recently, however, this belief has been amplified and reinforced, since it is now well known that blood is a vehicle for transmitting the AIDS virus.

9 In this study, men and women are independent samples. Married couples were not included in the sample. These data are only valid in an aleatory way, thus being generalizable.

10 The statistical technique employed was factor analysis of correspondence. For a detailed discussion of the methodology employed in this study, see LEAL, O. F. and FACHEL, J. G.; A Antropologia do Corpo e Pesquisa sobre Sexualidade: dados qualitativos e tratamento estatístico, uma proposta metodológica. Paper presented at the Work Group on Personhood, Body, and Illness at the 18th annual meeting of ANPOCS, Caxambu, Minas Gerais, in November, 1994. This text is available as a publication of Corpus: Cadernos do NUPACS, number 004/97, Série Textos de Divulgação do NUPACS-PPGAS/ UFRGS, Porto Alegre, 1997.
using traditional methods. These data support some of our hypotheses concerning reproduction as a strategy for moving upward in the social hierarchy, whether because marriage is more important socially or because certain unions represent improved life circumstances, or even because in a productive unit the growth of one or more people (child and parents) in the domestic unit and family network (by alliance or by blood) also can mean a growth of family income and/or living space and resources.

Abortion

In terms of contraceptive choices, the data show that the most significant tensions between men and women may center around abortion practices. First, men’s attitudes about abortion were markedly less favorable than those of women. We are referring here to favoring abortion “under certain circumstances” (including the woman’s unwillingness to be pregnant). 53% of the men favored abortion, as opposed to 70% of the women. It is interesting to observe that in men’s statements the possibility of “giving (the baby) away” emerged as an alternative to abortion.

In practice, opinions about abortion were much less conservative than they first seemed when we examined responses to the question, “Do you favor or oppose legalizing abortion?” The informants’ comments on this subject always presented relativizing arguments about the conditions or situations in which abortion was acceptable, or at least permissible. A total of 61% believed that abortion to be acceptable “under certain circumstances.” The circumstances included the “lack of (financial) conditions for raising a child” and the lack of someone from the extended network of family, neighbors, and friends who could “take on caring for the child”.

It is estimated that for the population under study there is a 34% incidence of induced abortion. In other words, 34% of the population of child-bearing age has had one or more abortions. This figure was derived from the statements of both women and men (not a usual demographic technique when dealing with the issue of reproductive health). The question put to women interviewees was couched in terms of whether “one (or more) induced abortion(s)” had been performed over the course of their reproductive history. For male interviewees, the questions also sought a cumulative history, but their responses obviously could have been based on experiences with more than one woman. When we examine only women’s statements, the incidence of induced abortion becomes even higher (according to women, 43% of those of childbearing age have had at least one abortion). It was decided, however, to stay with a larger sample size; this entailed including the statements of both men and women and, consequently, arriving at a more conservative estimate.

However, in the statements of both men and women, only 15% stated directly that they had had an abortion (abortion being understood here to mean the voluntary termination of a pregnancy); another 19% did not say so directly but it became evident from their narratives that one had occurred. The use of traditional abortive teas (“chapoeiradas”), even when these teas were also combined with the drug prostaglandin (commercially known as

Cytotec, prostaglandin has recognized abortive effects), fell into this category. Other abortive procedures—cleansing with "drops" of different chemical products, vaginal use of Cytotec, or even the voluntary introduction of objects into the vagina—were also not necessarily explicitly identified as *astirar a criança,* ("removing the child") to use the local term, but were instead denominated *fazer baixar as regras* ("induce the period"). Therein lies the difficulty of the data and, certainly, the wealth of nuances in the very definition of abortion. One could consider that the level of male information about abortions explicitly identified as such to be high. The gender gap emerges when one includes the abortions that are not thought of as such, which are self-induced and generally restricted to the very private sphere.

In fact, the diversity of abortive practices among the working class presents a challenge to anthropological reflection, since there is a series of situations containing not only an accentuated dramatic weight for the subjects involved, but also a high level of complexity in their analytical circumscription. These situations point toward the need for relativizing concepts that until now have been considered univocal and naturalized, such as abortion and pregnancy. The problematic dealt with here suggests a broad, inclusive understanding of the variety of critical values and practices in dealing with reproduction used by the population under study. Clearly this is not to negate the reality and natural regularity of conception and pregnancy, but merely to highlight that these, as well as abortion itself, are experienced and interpreted in a plethora of ways, which even authorizes us to introduce distinctions between pregnancy as a natural condition and pregnancy as a social condition.

Independent of the shades of difference between men's and women's statements, an enormous cultural value is put on pregnancy. This value is of such a magnitude that it permits us to suggest that since, for the urban working class virginity has ceased to be a value, even in the marriage market, pregnancy has begun to occupy its space as a concrete indicator of affective commitment. It may have to do with a more global phenomenon: in general, all of the data, whether in Brazil or in more developed countries, indicate a relative increase in teen pregnancy.

As was already mentioned, younger women who are unmarried, without boyfriends, without even short-term employment—in other words, impoverished—are also the group that least utilizes preventive contraception. This could be taken as evidence that the risk of pregnancy (risk also being an emic concept), or pregnancy as a biological state, is the cornerstone of their marriage strategy, constitutive of different identities of gender, relationships, and social networks. As a strategy, it is within the competence of the agents to utilize it. But the situational evaluation of the biological indices of gestation may not offer a viable solution, in terms of pregnant women's networks and social relationships, not simply in terms of tolerance but also in terms of tacit expectations of the mother's responsibility.

It must be emphasized, precisely because it does not correspond to the more or less widespread prejudice against the working class, that the family organization of this group, which lives extremely close to the edge, in poor neighborhoods and favelas (slums), can be called solid, in the sense of being an extended family structure that has a fundamental, permanent role in this type of social organization. In other words, *kinship*—as the anthropological literature has demonstrated—is the fundamental principle structuring the urban working class. This is a group whose social context is perennially unstable, uncertain, and "illegal" in terms of ownership of their living quarters, which have come to be called favelas. It is precisely because of the multiple precariousness of the socio-economic conditions (lack of stable employment, unstable income, illegal occupation of living space, precarious housing situation) that the family in its larger
organization begins to play a fundamental role. Decisions about reproductive matters are taken in the context of complex arrangements of matrimonial relationships, in a cognatic kinship system, with an extended, matrilocally-oriented family.

In other terms, the domestic units are much more frequently established in the woman’s living space or in that of her family. It is important to emphasize here the accentuated feminine orientation in the domestic unit—the woman’s parents, maternal grandparents, and other relatives from the mother’s side generally live in the same place. Through the life histories it was possible to observe a movement toward virilocality (living in the man’s house or space), which functions as a relationship strategy and a way of socially legitimating a new consensual union. In other words, it is common at first in a new relationship, or when the existence of the relationship becomes public, for the couple to establish living quarters in the household of the man’s family, or in an addition physically linked to it; only afterwards, generally after the birth of the first child, does the couple settle into the woman’s parents’ domestic unit or property.

The relationship strategy for beginning a new union is clearly associated with this type of family structure, which, in turn, has a direct effect on the use of contraceptive methods and over abortion practices. The social roles are always at play, and the moment of reproduction is also the moment when these roles are redefined. Utilizing the life history material from this population, an attempt was made to identify different relationship strategies: (1) "they got married because she was pregnant"; (2) "virginity", in a wide sense of the term, meaning that "the woman wasn’t pregnant when they got married"; (3) "they ran away from home". I contend that conception and contraception must be understood in the context of extended family—one that is oriented by relationship and blood ties, diverse family arrangements and extended kinship networks—and that the dimension of gender is fundamental here. The first strategy—getting married because of pregnancy—covers the vast majority of cases, and is clearly associated with (ethnographically as well as statistically) the pattern of matrilocality, although it may be preceded by a temporary virilocality immediately after the time of union. The association between neolocality and marriage without a prenuptial pregnancy is also clear, following a pattern in which the couple has a long-term relationship and a project in common of building a relationship and having their own living quarters. There is still visibility in the association between “running away from home” and virilocality; that is, establishing living space in the man’s household.

Pregnancy appears especially frequently as a relationship strategy among adolescents, while not as clearly among men. It is worth noting that here teen pregnancy is not perceived as a “problem”, contrary to medical-clinical perceptions. Once pregnancy occurs, an intense negotiation is established regarding who will potentially (and socially) “take responsibility for” or “recognize” the baby/pregnancy: this person may be the baby’s father, its mother, or even its maternal grandparents. As mentioned earlier, at the time of making a relationship public, the man’s living space tends to be temporary, until such time as a tacit, public recognition of the new relationship occurs. Such a situation highlights the man’s recognition of his paternity and of his (or his family’s) support for the couple and/or child.

“Running away from home” means that the woman leaves her home in order to begin a relationship; the apparent presupposition is that her family will not accept the relationship, but in reality this is a culturally established pattern, a tactical strategy for legitimating the relationship. The couple lives for a short time in the house of friends or family (on the man’s side) and afterward returns to the mother’s household, usually after the woman has become pregnant. In the case of teenagers, the act of leaving home legitimates the relationship, once it has become public that the couple has had sexual relations.
A distinctive characteristic of the domestic organization of this group is the *circulation of children*, an informal system for adopting children, in which they remain permanently within an extended social network of family and neighbors with overlapping ties, the child itself representing an extremely important link in that network. In the group understudy, there was an 11% incidence of a family member “taking (children) to bring up” and 19% that “gave up (children) to be raised” by another family member. It is worth noting that the option of “giving (the child) to be raised” in cases where the pregnancy was unwanted, unlike abortion, arose spontaneously only in men’s discourse. In a reasonable number of cases (around 20%), concording with the existing anthropological literature on patterns of family organization in urban working-class groups, which emphasizes an extended family group. The circulation of children, in this extended family context has an important role in the domestic organization of the group. The option of “giving (the child) to be raised”, presents itself as an alternative to abortion for pregnant women who are not involved in relationships and for whom relationships are not based on getting pregnant. These women may opt for giving the child to the biological father’s family (perhaps feeling male pressure to do so), thus establishing a link with the man and his family (which may itself be defined by a matrilocal orientation). Such decisions taken by the woman are fundamental in defining where the man will live.

I would also like to call attention to the fact that, surprisingly, the incidence of abortion practices does not present any significant correlation with other variables, such as living conditions or life trajectory, taken as socio-economic indicators by this homogeneously impoverished population. Still other more discriminatory variables, such as religious practice, ethnic origin, or social origin (rural or urban) do not show a correlation with abortion practices. That is precisely where these data reveal something new: The fact that it is not possible to establish a correlation between abortion and variables that can be taken as indicators of institutions or more specific cultural traditions defining rules of conduct, give support to our line of argument, which seeks, in other, more ethnographic variables, including views of the reproductive process and social organization, to find elements for understanding the event and status of abortion in the population under study.

As much in the male perspective as in the female, pregnancy or the possibility of it is a fundamental element in the wider cultural context of this group and the structure of its family organization. This also makes, as was indicated, its inverse (the termination of the pregnancy) an equally legitimate possibility, or, better yet, differentially legitimate, depending on the circumstances and strategic evaluation of the empirical contingencies of a situation. Abortion – interrupting the process of conception – is always the result of a social discussion established in terms of gender negotiation between the masculine and feminine. The negotiation involves the notion of “assuming responsibility”, which is necessarily correlated with the idea of conception. Put another way, the wider social context – which encompasses biological reproduction – is a determining factor in the way that human existence within the uterus is initially recognized. This factor is extremely important, even superimposing itself onto the reading of the different signs spread out through the woman’s body at the moment in which it becomes known whether the woman is pregnant or not. In a world in which
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14 Bearing in mind that families who “gave children away”, were not those who “took” children to bring up, we see that a total of 30% of the families studied were involved in the practice of *circulation of children*. That is, in a sample of 200 families, 34 children were given away to be brought up by others, and 38 were taken in; that is, a total of 72 children circulated among different families.

maternity is so highly valued, pregnancy presents itself as a crucial moment in the sociological point of view. Pregnancy - when recognized as such - involves a social production of at least two people - mother and child - no less important, but less frequent, is the social production of a father, which has intense consequences for social reproduction.

**Gender relations and sexual relations**

Concerning what is referred to here as sexual culture; that is, a system of beliefs, meanings, and practices relating to sexual behavior, the data obtained are extremely rich, especially when we consider that the methodological approach (an ethnographic orientation) we adopted met its objectives in terms of opening up an extremely intimate topic; namely, sexuality. It is important to say that we consider the reliability of the data to be very high, since it went through several levels of evaluation in terms of coherence and was tightly controlled during the process of data collection and field work.

In a gender analysis perspective, the first data that interests us here is the frequency of sexual relations. From men’s and women’s statements on sexual relations, it emerges that 63% of those interviewed had sexual relations from two to seven times per week. Although differences between men’s and women’s statements do appear, (remembering that we are dealing with separate worlds) this is not very well differentiated (23% of the men, in contrast to 17% of the women, indicate a minimum of five sexual relations per week).

While the frequency of sexual practices, especially among men, may be overestimated by them, it is necessary to indicate that we always opted for the more conservative estimate in statements regarding the frequency of sexual relations, and that our qualitative evaluation of the data concords with our evaluation that sexual practices, sexuality, seduction, and/or love relationships is something that occupies an important part of the lives of the people in this group.

If we take gender as a discriminatory variable, here thought of as an analytical level, although demographically this variable superimposes itself onto that of sex (not necessarily coinciding with gender in the sociological sense) - to draft an outline of sexual practices and preferences (it being possible to visualize this through the statistical techniques) a tension that manifests itself through the differences enunciated by the masculine and feminine becomes clear.

It is constructed through qualitative data and a number of variables with respect to behavior and sexual expectations. Although some variables do overlap, this was a way of testing the validity or coherence of the categories themselves. In the variable designated as “possible sexual practices”, we divided practices, expectations, or possibilities of sexual practices into three categories: traditional (when the informant only practices genital coitus with a partner of the opposite sex), with 34% falling into this category; permissive (when it is stated that “all” is permissible and there is clearly a non-restrictive conduct in relation to sexual practices, with 46% falling into this category; and 19% restrictive (who restrict themselves to a certain mode of sexual practices, such as restricting themselves to homosexual practices or “not doing oral sex”, etc.). These preferences have a marked sex/gender-based distinction: men’s statements correlate with a stated preference for “permissive” sexual practices and those of women with what we are calling “restrictive practices”.

In terms of the variable “current sexual practices” - here attempting to focus on effective behavior - 66% (including both men and women) practiced only genital sex; 24% practiced anal sex in addition to genital; 5% practiced oral sex in addition to the other practices; and 4% did not have any type of sexual relationship at the time of the interview. Specifically with respect to the practice of heterosexual anal sex, when we asked directly about this, 17% said that they practiced it; 31% said that while they did not practice it, it “was a possibility”;
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and 50% said that they had never practiced it in the past and would not do so in the future. Our concern with the types of sexual acts is directly linked to better understanding the frequency of practices such as anal sex that are possible factors in the transmission of AIDS. One of our initial hypotheses was that anal sex is currently a common sexual practice under cultural norms, especially among the working class in this region of Brazil. Our data confirm this hypothesis, although this data is best understood in comparison to the patterns of this practice in other groups, data which definitely seem not to exist for the general population—there is only one reference to it in medical contexts that deal with very specific populations, for example, women who are HIV+. However, quite differently from what we initially supposed, the practice of heterosexual anal sex does not seem to be used as a contraceptive practice. This appears with relation to masculine - and only masculine - pleasure. When we consider the frequency of anal sex by gender (in the statements of both men and women), we see that it is extremely unequal, suggesting a lack of information on women's parts and also a link between this practice and a more promiscuous sexuality, which men practice with "other" women: namely, prostitutes.

Deviating a bit from the rigidity of numbers, let's take as examples a few statements with respect to the practice of anal sex.

In women's voices:
"...I never did that, my husband respects me."
"(...). Where does that come from, England? I think you have to want it a lot. You have to have guts to do it. I think that only a prostitute would do it. For men to pay so much for it, it has to be because it's different than what married women will do. I think married women don't do it. But behind closed doors who knows what happens."

In men's statements:
"...with your own woman you can't do it but with other women you can. But I just never got the urge. I'm not against it, but I just never felt like it."

"I've done that. At the time I would do missionary-position type stuff at home, but away from home I'd do different type stuff. It doesn't make sense to do the same thing both places. I wouldn't trade my wife for anything. Apart from going out to do that, I stay at home. Both have vaginas and the one at home is better."

"...I did it for pleasure and out of curiosity. I wanted to know what it was like to fuck a woman up the ass, and what it was like to have my dick sucked. In the beginning it was difficult, it takes a lot of concentration to get it right. It's not easy to do it from behind, because it must hurt a lot."

With respect to this discussion, Borges and Pacheco 16 analyze these data more details from a gender perspective, comparing them with statements from middle-class groups and arguing that, for working-class women, unlike their middle-class counterparts, such practices are identified as characteristically masculine preferences, which women may practice on certain occasions with their husbands, although with certain constraints. For most men from this group, anal sex (and oral sex) are considered masculine preferences. Some of those interviewed claimed that these practices also give more pleasure to the woman, however, paradoxically, they would never do it with their wives but only with "other" women, those who are outside of the domestic space: whose "deviant" sexual conduct identifies them as prostitutes or sluts.

The ambivalent character, tension, or even conflict between the masculine and feminine determines itself in a number of variables that focus on the statements on sexuality, through different questions. The
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variable we call pleasure was constituted through different interview topics, identifying the sexual practices or acts that were most pleasurable to the interviewee. In this case, once again gender-based differences were clear, with men and women indicating different preferences regarding sexual pleasure. A total of 26% of those interviewed (including both men and women) indicated that they obtained the most pleasure from practices preceding the sexual act itself, including “affection,” “attention” (those showing these preferences were mostly women); 18% indicated that penetration, “the act itself,” (this group included mostly men); 9% referred to the orgasm (mostly men); 4.5% (all, men) stated that anal heterosexual coitus was their greatest source of sexual pleasure; and 25% indicated that what gave them the most pleasure during the sexual act were “other modalities”, such as the general situation in which the sexual act took place, which depend on the partner, on different situations, the level of affect involved, etc. What is interesting here is the effort to emphasize the gender-based differences in the perception of sexual pleasure: women’s responses tended to focus on the idea of affection, while men’s answers tended to focus on other modalities.

Still referring to sexual practices, 4% of the male population spontaneously stated that they had, or had had, homosexual relations. Only one of these identified himself as homosexual; specifically, in this case, a transvestite.

The expectations and representations on sexuality, taken into a relational perspective between masculine and feminine, were analyzed in three dimensions, through open-ended statements (narratives). First, concerning the ideal sex partner, male and female subjects showed extremely different concerns. Another variable was views on fulfillment and male/female sexual pleasure. Here, 19% of those interviewed considered sexual male and female sexual pleasure to be unequal, with the understanding being that men had or felt more pleasure than women. Close to 41% of those interviewed considered pleasure to be unequal, but judged it difficult to define whether there is an emphasis on one of the partners, demonstrating the idea of “natural” inequality — with women’s opinions being clustered here. 40% of those interviewed, mostly men, had egalitarian expectations with respect to sexual pleasure or relations: they showed a clear sense that both should feel sexual pleasure, and, while allowing for the possibility of differences, felt that men and women, if not equal, are equivalent. The third variable dealt with gender-based expectations surrounding the idea of fidelity: 59% believed that fidelity should be reciprocal and egalitarian, even though it might eventually be broken by one of the partners; 41% thought that it dealt with situations and conditions that are unequal “by nature.” Here a significant number, men as well as women, believed that the man (and not the woman) “had the right” to be unfaithful, or that it was part of his “nature.”

As indicated in other papers referred to here, in an analysis that took as a paradigm the social construction of personhood in the sense proposed by Duarte, the research on sexuality among working classes reveals an array of valorative indicators that basically point to different expectations with regard to intimacy and sexual fulfillment. This suggests a tension in the very relational construction of gender.

---

19 This analysis, referring to data from this study, is taken up again by BORGES and PACHECO. Op. cit.
About expectations with regard to the ideal sex partner, from the woman’s point of view, a good sex partner is defined as affectionate. “Affectionate” here assumes a number of semantic nuances, referring to caresses, physical contact — incorporated into the dimension of time in this context, non-genital, discursive elements, such as gallantry and gifts. From the woman’s perspective, a good female sex partner is understanding, in the sense that “she understands the man and his sexual needs,” including that he “needs to escape now and then, it’s men’s nature,” and being aware of “what men want in bed”. We see, however, differentiated expectations of gender and gender fulfillment. For men, the ideal female sex partner is “one who has her own desires”; she who “can be understanding, but firm”, “who takes the initiative”.

The ideal wife, for women themselves, appears to be associated with the type of woman who invests in the husband’s fidelity, seeking to guarantee the stability and/or reproduction of the family, a female subject who is constructed as pure and understanding.

When men were asked about the ideal sex partner, they indicated an ideal of “equality,” in which the woman should have her own desires: “She’s similar to men (…) she isn’t the type who just does what the guy wants.” When the question refers to the ideal male sex partner, virility appears expressed in the ideal of “pleasure for both”: “What satisfies the woman, be able to do what the woman wants”. Or, (the man who is good in bed) is me. He has to be able to make the woman beg him to stop”.

The male subject is conceived of as active in sexual relations. An implicit notion is that of excess (“fuck until she begs him to stop”); it is also typically masculine to verbalize aspects of sexuality. “Work”, “duty”, and “effort” are key terms that appear, associated with male sexual practice, in an exclusively masculine perspective. They are terms that, on the one hand, potentialize the notion of force-effort, virility, and, on the other, create a new dimension for a sphere — work — that is socially conceived of as masculine.

It becomes clear that, in the domain of sexuality — of practices experienced and thought of, effective and ideal — a distinctive and at times conflictive dimension reveals itself, since socially the male and female beings are produced in bases that are also differentiated, and the values that rule over the sexual modes of the relations are not disconnected from the social modes of production of the genders.
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Feminist Bio-ethics: the emergence of difference

Early theories of bio-ethics, especially principalist theory, proposed universal theories of ethics valid for all situations of moral conflict characteristic of bio-ethics. But only in the beginning of the present decade did the first critical studies of this idea begin to emerge. In the process of critical evaluation, academic minorities - bio-ethicists from countries whose bio-ethical production is peripheral - and social minorities, such as participants in the women's movement, have assumed prominent roles. Feminist bio-ethics, which evaluates the foundations of the discipline of bio-ethics, is thus the consolidation of one of these counter-discourses, reacting to the lack of attention paid by traditional theories to inequalities and social differences.

Bioéthique Féministe: le surgissement de la différence

Les premières théories de la bioéthique et particulièrement la théorie principaliste des théories éthiques universelles valables pour toutes les situations de conflit moral distinctives de la bioéthique. Ce n'est qu'au début de cette décennie que les premières études critiques relativement à cette idée, ont commencé à surgir. Au cours de ce processus d'évaluation critique les minorités académiques (bioéthiciens provenant de pays périphériques en ce qui concerne la production bioéthique) ou sociales (comme le mouvement des femmes) ont assumé un rôle prépondérant. La Bioéthique Féministe, en évaluant les bases de la discipline bioéthique est donc la consolidation d'un de ses contre-discours en réponse aux théories éthiques traditionnelles de la bioéthique, caractérisées par le peu d'attention qu'elles concèdent aux inégalités et aux différences sociales.

Bioética Feminista: la emergencia de la diferencia

Las primeras teorías de la bioética, especialmente la teoría principalista, proponían teorías éticas universales, válidas para todas las situaciones de conflicto moral características de la Bioética. Los estudios críticos en relación a esta idea sólo comenzaron a surgir en el inicio de esta década. En este proceso de evaluación crítica, las minorías académicas (bioeticistas, oriundos de países periféricos en la producción bioética) o sociales (como el movimiento de mujeres) han asumido un papel preponderante. La Bioética Feminista, al evaluar las bases de la disciplina bioética, por lo tanto, es la consolidación de uno de estos contra-discursos reactivos a las teorías tradicionales de la bioética, que se caracterizan por dar poca atención a las desigualdades y a las diferencias sociales.
Latin American Feminisms

Latin American feminism today is a heterogeneous, discursive field of action. Feminist NGOs have functioned as nodal points through which a fragmented feminism remains joined. Their hybrid identity - as techno-professional agencies and civilian/activist organizations - have maintained NGOs' critical capacity to refute "pathologized" versions of policies with perspectives on gender and to promote alternative interpretations of women’s rights. Nevertheless, the States, inter-governmental organizations, and collaboration agencies privilege, more and more, projects related to gender, the evaluation of public policies, and the provision of social services to women, especially those excluded by the reigning neo-liberal paradigm. In this new global and local context, certain types of NGOs have reached singular prominence.

Féminismes Latino-Américains

Le féminisme en Amérique latine est aujourd’hui un domaine discursif d’actions hétérogènes. Les ONGs féministes ont fonctionné comme des points nodaux, à travers lesquels le champ féministe fragmenté se maintient articulé. Son identité hybride en tant qu’entités techniques-professionnelles et organisations de la société civile/ mouvement a soutenu la capacité critique des ONGs de réfuter des versions “pathologisées” de politiques ayant des perspectives de genre et promouvoir des interprétations des droits de la femme. Toutefois, les Etats, les instances intergouvernementales et les agences de coopération privilégient de plus en plus l’exécution de projets de genre, l’évaluation des politiques publiques et la fourniture de services sociaux aux femmes, à celles qui sont exclues par le modèle néoliberal régnant. Dans ce nouveau contexte global et local, certains types d’ONGs ont atteint une proéminence singulière.

Feminismos Latinoamericanos

El feminismo latinoamericano hoy se constituye en un heterogéneo campo discursivo de actuación. Las ONGs feministas han funcionado como puntos nodales a través de los cuales el fragmentado campo feminista permanece articulado. Su identidad híbrida - en cuanto entidades técnico-profesionales y organizaciones de la sociedad civil/el movimiento - ha sostenido la capacidad crítica de las ONGs para rebatir versiones ‘patologizadas’ de las políticas con perspectiva de género y promover interpretaciones alternativas de los derechos de la mujer. Sin embargo, los Estados, las instancias intergubernamentales y las agencias de cooperación privilegian cada vez más la ejecución de proyectos de género, la evaluación de políticas públicas, y la provisión de servicios sociales a las mujeres, a aquellas excluidas por el modelo neoliberal reinante. En este nuevo contexto, ciertos tipos de ONGs han alcanzado singular prominencia.
Between Melancholy and Mourning - women and work

The present article focuses on the problematic of women’s work and the historical conjunctures that mark the relationship between women and work. Using a Freudian understanding of mourning and melancholy, I contend that nineteenth-century women lived with a type of melancholy that did not allow them access to the world of work, since their symbolic universe was circumscribed by the domestic sphere and the attractions of the public sphere were forbidden to them. In discussing this melancholy I examine various stories that Freud tells about his patients, showing how they were susceptible to the attacks of a type of “vital tedium” that was even responsible for causing their neurotic illnesses. Nineteenth century women were completely tied to the domestic sphere and their roles as wives and mothers. For twentieth century women, entering the workforce has demanded another kind of labor - labor of mourning.

Entre la Mélancolie et le Deuil - femme et travail

Le présent article développe la problématique du travail féminin, et les conjonctures historiques qui ont marqué les rapports de la femme avec le travail. A partir des compréhensions freudiennes de deuil et de mélancolie, je cherche à démontrer que la femme du XIXᵉ siècle vivait dans une espèce de mélancolie qui ne permettait pas son accès au monde du travail, puisque son univers symbolique était circonscrit par l’espace domestique. Pour mettre en évidence cette mélancolie nous avons parcouru les divers rapports que Freud a établis sur ses patientes qui décrivaient la façon dont elles souffraient d’une espèce «d’ennui vital». Il affirmait également que celui-ci constituaient une des causes de leur maladie neurotiques. La femme du XIXᵉ siècle était totalement attelée à l’espace domestique et à son rôle de femme et de mère. Le début de ses activités professionnelles a exigé de la femme du XXᵉ siècle un “travail” de deuil, le deuil de cet «objet - maison - mère».

Entre la Melancolia y el Luto - mujer y trabajo

Este artículo desarrolla la problemática del trabajo femenino y de las coyunturas históricas que han marcado la relación de la mujer con el trabajo. A partir de la comprensión freudiana del luto y de la melancolía, busca afirmar que la mujer del siglo XIX vivía en una especie de melancolía que no le permitía acceder al mundo del trabajo, ya que su universo simbólico estaba circunscrito al espacio doméstico e interdictado a los atractivos del espacio público. Para mostrar esta melancolía, se recurrió a varios relatos de Freud acerca de sus pacientes, donde muestra cómo ellas se sentían acometidas por una especie de “tedio vital”, el que incluso hacía parte de la causa de sus enfermedades neuróticas. La mujer del siglo XIX se quedó totalmente presa al espacio doméstico y al papel de esposa y madre. El ingreso a la actividad del trabajo ha exigido de la mujer del siglo XX un “trabajo” de luto: luto de este “objeto-casa-madre”.

ISABEL DE ANDRADE FORTES
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On the Limits of the Natural: gender and kinship
De-naturing the hierarchies of difference through which relations of power are established is one of the obsessions of contemporary feminist discourse. Among the writers who participate in this discussion, there is some agreement with regard to the content of this de-naturalization: seeking to understand how the processes of constructing identities and social ties are frequently dissociated from human agency, or how they appear to be rooted in nature, biology or some divine decree. Yet there also is some disagreement about the limits of what can be thought of as constructed and what cannot. In this text, I explore some of this discord in feminist anthropology. Focusing on the divergence in the ways of conceptualizing the relationships between sex, gender, and kinship, I examine how these disagreements give rise to questions concerning the limits of the natural.

Dans les Frontières du Naturel: genre et parenté
Dénaturiser les hiérarchies de différence à travers lesquels s’établissent des relations de pouvoir est une des obsessions du débat féministe contemporain. Parmi les auteurs qui participent de cette discussion il y a accord en ce qui concerne le contenu de cette dénaturalisation. Il s’agit de comprendre comment les processus de construction d’identité et de liens sociaux sont fréquemment dissociés de l’agence humaine. Il s’agit de comprendre comment ces processus surgissent ancrés dans la nature, dans la biologie ou en une autre instance divine. Toutefois, il existe des divergences en ce qui concerne les limites de ce qui peut être pensé ou construits et ceux qui ne peut pas l’être. J’exploite quelques-uns de ces désaccords existants dans l’anthropologie féministe. En me fixant sur les divergences dans la façon de penser la relation entre sexe, genre et parenté, j’exploite la façon dont ces désaccords soulèvent diverses questions sur les frontières du naturel.

En las Fronteras de lo Natural: género y parentesco
Desnaturalizar las jerarquías de la diferencia, a través de las cuales se establecen relaciones de poder, es una de las obsesiones del debate feminista contemporáneo. Entre las autoras que participan de esta discusión hay acuerdos en lo que se refiere al contenido de esta desnaturalización. Se trata de comprender cómo los procesos de construcción de identidades y de lazos sociales frecuentemente están disociados de la agencia humana. Se trata de entender cómo esos procesos se fundamentan en la naturaleza, en la biología o en alguna instancia divina. Hay divergencias en relación a los límites de lo que se puede pensar como construido y lo que no puede serlo. Exploro algunos de estos desacuerdos en la antropología feminista. Usando las divergencias en las maneras de pensar la relación entre sexo, género y parentesco como base, exploro cómo estos desacuerdos plantean cuestiones sobre las fronteras de lo natural.
From Housemaids to Working Women

This study analyses remunerated domestic services in Brazil. The part discusses the female labour market in the decade, and the role of domestic service as the major occupation of Brazilian women. Almost 5 million women and 350 thousand men are domestic workers in Brazil; female domestic workers are roughly 19% of Brazilian female work force. The second part analyses the domestic workers category according to sex and macroregion, using the variables age range, race, family and occupational status, revenue and working hours to draw a picutre of remunerated domestic service in Brazil and its macroregions. As this service constitutes culturally the woman's place and the execution of its tasks demands no qualification, it is the refuge of workers with little schooling or training, being considered by society as a lowly, non-mercantile occupation.

De Servantes à Travaillleuses

Cette étude analyse le service domestique rémunéré au Brésil. La première partie contextualise le marché de travail féminin dans cette décennie et le rôle de cette activité comme source principale d'occupation des femmes brésiliennes. Ce sont presque 5 millions de femmes et 350.000 hommes travailleurs domestiques. Les femmes représentent près de 19% de la PEA féminine au Brésil. La deuxième partie mesure la catégorie des travailleurs domestiques par sexe et par macro-régions brésiliennes en utilisant les variables âge, position dans la famille et dans le travail et journée de travail pour tracer un tableau de la réalité du service domestique rémunéré au Brésil et dans les grandes régions de ce pays. Comme ce travail constitue culturellement la place de la femme et que l’exécution de ses tâches n’exige aucune qualification, il constitue le refuge des travailleurs à basse scolarité et sans entraînement, et est considéré une occupation subalterne et hors du circuit du marché.

De Criadas a Trabajadoras

Este estudio analiza el servicio doméstico remunerado en Brasil. La primera parte contextualiza el mercado femenino en esta la década y el papel de esa actividad como principal fuente de ocupación de las mujeres brasileñas. Son casi 5 millones de mujeres y 350 mil hombres dedicados al trabajo doméstico, siendo que aquellas representan el 19% de la PEA femenina en Brasil. La segunda mensura la categoría de los trabajadores domésticos por sexo y por macro-regiones de Brasil, usando las variables: edad, color, posición en la familia y en la ocupación, ingresos y jornada de trabajo. Con estas variables se elaborará un cuadro sobre la realidad del servicio doméstico remunerado en el país y en las grandes regiones. Como este servicio culturalmente se constituye en el lugar de la mujer y la ejecución de sus tareas no exige ninguna calificación, es refugio de los trabajadores con poca escolaridad y sin entrenamiento, y la sociedad lo considera como una ocupación subalterna y fuera del circuito mercantil.
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